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Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





































Systems AZ Tucson IAM Lodge  933 3761 336414 P 2000 11/02/03 11/05/06 121
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











Operations CA FL IAM
Aerospace Defense 
Related District Lodge 
725; Area 5; affiliated 
Local Lodges 2225, 
2226, 2227, and 2228; 
Space Test Base Local 
Lodge 2230; California 
Central Coast Lodge 
2786; Missile and 
Electronics District 
Lodge 166; and affiliated 
Florida Missiles and 







Fire Control) CO FL MD IAM 738, 766, 788 3761 336411 P 1050 11/01/03 11/01/07 92
11
Guide 












Nantucket UFCW 328 5411 445110 P 1000 02/15/04 02/17/07 76
14
MidWest 
Generation IL Chicago IBEW 15 1222 212112 P 1000 10/22/01 12/31/05 33
17
Remington 
Arms Co. NY Ilion UMW 717 3481 332994 P 900 09/11/02 09/10/07 79
18
Olin 
Corporation IL East Alton IAM Dist 9 3482 3329 P 3200 12/04/00 12/04/05 108
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









(wasEG & G 

























Corporation MN Austin UFCW 9 2011 311611 P 1350 09/08/03 09/09/07 89
210





Division IA Davenport UFCW 431 2011 311611 P 1700 04/08/02 04/09/06 187
211
Kraft Foods, 









Falls UFCW 304a 2011 311611 P 2800 04/26/03 04/27/07 100
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








Plant/Driver CA Southern IBT
63, 166, 186, 542, 630, 




TN NC SC 
VA GA IBT
22, 28, 61, 509, 549, 










Sacramento IBT 228 2032 311422 P 1700 02/10/03 05/07/06 70
270
Kellogg 















Company MN, ND BCTGM
264-G, 265-G, 266-G, 
267-G, 269-G, 326-G, 






LLC ID OR BCTGM
282-G, 283-G, 284-G, 





259-G, 260-G, 261-G, 
262-G 2063 311313 P 1100 08/01/02 07/31/05 95
303
The Hershey 
Company PA Hershey BCTGM 464 2066 31133 P 2800 06/27/05 10/31/10 147
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












Company OH Napolean UFCW 911 2032 311422 P 1100 09/08/03 02/04/07 48
365
Conventional 



































Inc. FL Bradenton IBT 173 2033 311421 P 1700 04/25/01 04/14/06 26
405
J.R. Simplot 
Company ID Caldwell IBT 670 2034 311211 P 1400 07/27/04 04/30/07 103
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










Belzoni UFCW 1529 2092 311712 P 1100 03/10/05 10/31/07 51
420
Tyson 




Inc. CA IBT 746, 748,857,601 2033 311421 P 11000 07/01/03 06/30/06 125
423 IBP, Inc. IA Waterloo UFCW 431 2011 311611 P 1900 07/29/02 12/31/06 52
444
Tyson 











Greensboro BCTW 317T 2111 312221 P 1350 03/01/03 03/01/06 122
508
Philip Morris, 










Richmond IAM 10 (Lodge) 2111 312221 P 1000 06/06/94 06/05/03 41
602
Dan River, 

















CLC 2221 31321 P 4800 02/01/03 01/31/06 42
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















Inc. Mid Atlantic UNITE
Local 89-22-1, Local 10 
and  Locals in New York-
New Jersey Regional 
Joint Board, New 
England Region, Eastern 
Pennsylvania Region 
and South Jersey Joint 






Inc. NY New York UNITE
Local 89-22-1, Local 10 
and  Locals in New York-
New Jersey Regional 
Joint Board, New 
England Region, Eastern 
Pennsylvania Region 
and South Jersey Joint 




















Inc. NY New York UNITE 62-32 2396 315999 P 1500 07/01/03 06/30/06 55
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










































Company National UNITE 2325 315211 P 6200 02/04/04 11/30/06 32
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















of the State 
Of California 
and Vicinity
118, 155, 229, 377, 378, 












NV  Las 


















Division) 2431 321911 P 1000 06/01/02 05/31/07 37
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





























of America 2949 2421 321912 P 2200 06/01/04 06/01/08 77
1033
International 
Paper AR Pine Bluff
PACE, 










Inc. NY New York

















E 2621 322121 P 2600 05/01/99 04/30/05 131
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




































Pine UPIU/PACE 692,1693,1595 2621 322121 P 1000 09/15/98 09/15/04 77
1233
Westvaco 





OH PA IN NY 
OK UPIU/PACE 68,69,285,375,5 2650 322211 P 1300 06/19/03 06/19/10 91
1257
Bowater 






Operations AR Crossett UPIU/PACE 369 2621 322121 P 1100 07/01/00 06/30/06 142
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements























































 PACE 2-1356, 2-1423, 
and IUOE 415 2631 322113 P 1300 03/12/01 07/31/08 75
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














and Oilers 505 & 1488, 176 2621 322121 P 1250 07/01/98 06/30/06 114
1282
Fort James 



















Corporation AL Courtland United Paperw     193, 1137, 1161 2621 322121 P 1100 12/15/95 06/14/02 183
1404
The New 





Association IL Chicago GCU 458M 2752 323114 P 1000 05/01/04 04/30/07 47
1417
Dex Media 
East, LLC  
(Clerical, 
Production & 










Washington TNG 32035 2711 51111 P 1300 11/08/02 11/07/05 68
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















Association CA San Fran TNG
Northern California 


























Philadelphia TNG 10 2711 51111 P 3000 09/01/00 08/31/06 92
1476
Boston 
Globe MA Boston TNG 31245 2711 51111 P 1150 01/01/98 12/31/00 216
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









AL FL GA 
NC SC CWA N/A 2745 51114 P 2340 08/05/01 08/07/04 246
1604
DuPont Co.  
(evergreen)
NJ 
Deepwater SIN-IND 2818 325131 P 1800 09/09/01 09/09/06 108
1608
Fluor 





Materials VA Hopewell IBT 101 2824 325222 P 1062 05/15/02 05/14/05 113
1633
DuPont Co.  
(evergreen) DE Seaford SIN-IND 2824 325222 P 1400 09/09/01 09/09/06 86
1634
DuPont Co.  
(evergreen)
VA 










River ICW 143 2834 325412 P 1100 01/16/02 01/15/08 119
1644
Merck and 
















Charles IAM 470 2812 325181 P 1100 05/20/03 05/11/06 45
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





































7L, 138L, 310L, 884L, 














CIO/CLC 87 3069 326199 P 2500 12/08/99 09/14/07 389
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
1906











OH AL NE 
KS VA TN 
WI USWA
2, 12, 200, 286, 307, 














Texarkana USW 752L 3011 326211 P 1300 04/11/05 04/10/10 233
1913
Dunlop Tire 














MD IL OH NJ 
MO GMP
20, 113, 138, 170, 171, 




Tire Co. TX Tyler USWA/URW 746L 3011 326211 P 1200 07/06/03 07/22/06 315
1936
General Tire, 
Inc. KY Mayfield USWA/URW 665 3011 326211 P 1100 10/02/99 10/15/06 142
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



























73, 25, 60, 144, 540, 
561, 575, 576, 577, and 
578 3229 327212 P 1100 10/01/00 09/30/05 98




















30, 39, 50, 71, 75, 111, 
121, 125, 166, 169, 193, 
222, 226, 239, 253 and 




Inc. FL Indialantic GMP
39, 50, 71, 75, 111, 121, 







FtLauderdale GMP 3221 327213 P 2300 04/01/05 03/31/08 106
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















) FL Indialantic GMP
39, 54, 87, 96, 111, 







Dept.) FL Sarasota GMP
2, 3, 28, 33, 63, 89, 112, 
120, 137, 168, 172, 177, 








) FL Sarasota GMP
33, 89, 101, 105, 110, 
112, 137, 140, 141, 142, 
159, 168, 177, 178, 195, 





30, 39, 54, 87, 96, 111, 
117, 125, 166, 169, 193, 




Yarns, LLC SC Aiken IBT 86 3221 327213 P 1000 05/05/02 05/01/06 122
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















Middletown AEIF 3312 331111 P 3200 11/01/99 02/28/06 284
2505
AK Steel 
Corporation PA  Butler
Butler Armco 
Independent 
Union 3312 331221 P 1750 10/01/01 09/30/06 162
2506
AK Steel 
Corporation KY Ashland USWA 1865 3312 331111 P 1400 08/31/00 09/01/05 45
2509
Standard 




IN IL OH MD 
PA NY USWA 1010, 6115, 9231 3312 331111 P 5600 12/15/02 09/01/08 227
2529
Keystone 








TX  Lone 




979, 1011, 1165, 1375-7, 
1688, 2604, 6787, 7367, 
9462, 9477, 9481 3312 331111 P 1100 12/15/02 09/01/08 135
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









(Hourly) WV Weirton ISU 3312 331111 P 2700 10/26/01 10/26/06 480
2539
LTV Steel 
Co & LTV 
Steel 
Tabular 
Products Co OH IL USWA
185, 188, 1011, 1011-02, 
1098, 1157, 1179, 1211, 
1331, 1375, 1843, 2265, 
1179-01, 7367 3312 331111 P 9000 08/01/99 08/01/04 520
2544
 USS, USX 


















Foundries IL USWA 1063 3325 331513 P 1200 10/01/04 09/29/07 81
2563
Tyler Pipe 
Industry TX Tyler USWA 1157 3321 331210 P 1000 11/06/05 11/07/09 81
2589 Asarco, Inc AZ TX USSW 5613,886,6705,9 3330 331411 P 1000 07/01/01 06/30/04 467
2590 ALCOA
OH 
Cleveland UAW 1050 3463 331312 P 1000 09/30/01 09/29/06 282









Madrid USWA 7686 3334 331312 P 1000 09/01/02 08/31/07 105
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
2920
Trane Co.  
(includes 
addendum) WI Lacrosse IAM Dist 66, Lodge 3585 333415 P 1500 08/04/01 08/07/04 184






Milwaukee PACE  7-0232 3519 3363 P 2500 08/01/02 07/31/06 105
3208
Cummins 






skilled) IN OCU 3519 333618 P 1400 06/20/99 06/20/04 173
3217
Detroit 




Volumes) IA, IL UAW 8 Locals 3523 333111 P 7300 10/01/03 10/01/09 450








) National UAW 6,98,226,402 3523 333111 P 4000 10/25/02 10/01/07 319
3227
Whirlpool 





Tractor Co.) IL Joliet IAM 851 3531 333111 P 1400 05/01/99 05/01/05 158
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
3278
Timken Co.  










Prod. (heat & 
cool) OH Dayton CWA/IUE 775 3585 336391 P 1800 07/28/95 09/28/07 295
3294
Copeland 










Connersville CWA/IUE 919 3632 336391 P 3200 07/31/00 06/30/05 153
3299
Tecumseh 













Holstn IAM 1259 3519 3334 P 1100 07/17/98 07/17/02 99
3319 Case Corp. National UAW 152,180,807,130 3532 333131 P 3300 05/14/98 05/02/04 332
3320
Army Fleet 
Support AL Ft Rucker IAM 2003 3724 541710 P 1800 05/02/05 05/04/08 122
3348
Caterpillar 
Tractor Co. National UAW 145,751,786,974 3523 333111 P 9000 03/16/98 03/01/11 249
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















WI Fond du 












Indianapolis USWA  1999 3385 333415 P 1100 04/29/02 05/01/05 103
3389 Trane Co.
TN 



















g Co. AR Ft Smith USWA 7893 3585 336391 P 1100 10/01/01 09/30/04 89











Bloomington IBEW 2249 3632 335222 P 2800 06/26/03 06/17/07 152
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










PA NY OH 







CT NY PA 
































) IA Newton UAW 997 3633 335224 P 1525 07/05/04 08/01/08 136
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































Columbus IBEW 2020 3661 33421 P 2050 12/30/01 11/30/06 68
3693
Raytheon 







) MA Eastern IBEW 1505 3671 334411 P 7500 10/02/04 10/01/07 129
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
3739
Whirlpool 












Products IA Amana IAM 1526 3632 335222 P 2250 09/25/04 09/22/07 115
3778
Whirlpool 
Corp. IN Evansville CWA/IUE 808 3632 335222 P 2400 02/19/04 02/19/09 113
3782 Delphi Corp.
AL CA MS 














Agreement National CWA Multiple 3661 33421 P 1220 11/01/04 05/26/12 852
3800 AVX Corp.
SC Myrtle 
Beach IBEW 1591 3676 334415 P 1200 09/01/05 12/15/07 62
4004 Budd Co.
KY 







Corp IN Muncie UAW 287 3714 336312 P 1200 12/10/00 03/12/06 217
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs

















g, Inc. IN Ft Wayne UPIU/PACE 6-903 3714 336312 P 2000 01/28/02 01/31/05 144














(9 Volumes) National UAW 3711 336111 P 115000 10/06/03 09/14/07 956
4023
Saturn Corp. 








(was A. O. 
Smith Corp.)
WI 
Milwaukee IND 3714 336322 P 2000 01/01/99 07/31/03 180
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










Plant) OH Toledo UAW 12 (Jeep Unit) 3711 336111 P 5600 12/29/03 11/14/11 337
4049
Raytheon 












Inc. CA IN NJ NY UAW 9,153,179,1508 3714 3363 P 1100 05/03/03 05/07/07 568





FL OR UT 
WA SPEEA 3721 541710 P 11274 12/02/05 12/01/08 142




Div.) DE PA UAW 1069 3721 336411 P 1400 09/21/02 09/01/05 278
4058
Cessna 

















Company TX Ft Worth IAM Lodge 776 3721 336411 P 4400 04/28/03 04/06/06 240
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














Systems GA Marietta IAM Lodge 709 3721 336411 P 4100 04/29/02 03/01/05 238








































Division CT IAM Dist Lodge 91 3724 336412 P 4900 12/03/01 12/02/04 202
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
4099
Bath Iron 
Works ME Bath IAM S6 3731 3366 P 5000 10/23/00 05/30/04 86
4103 Electric Boat CT Groton MTC several locals 3731 336612 P 2000 08/01/03 11/07/08 237



































Valley Plant VA Dublin UAW 2069 3711 336211 P 2500 01/29/99 01/31/05 194
4116
Rolls-Royce 
Allison  (jet 
engines) IN UAW 933 3724 336412 P 2300 02/26/00 02/25/05 626
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















Shopmen’s Local Union 




GA MD PA 















g of America 





CA FL OR 
















AlliedSignal) OH Fostoria UAW 533 3694 336322 P 800 06/22/01 10/31/06 189
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















Corporation WA Seattle MTC 3731 336611 P 1300 08/01/02 07/31/05 45
4203
Freightliner 
Corp. OR Portland IAM DC 24, 1005 3713 336211 P 2425 07/06/04 07/01/07 72
4205
Freightliner 





phi Engine & 
Chassis 

















Plant & PDI 
Center)
NC 





Minneapolis IBT 1145 3822 334512 P 2500 01/31/02 01/31/07 80
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









































) (MOA) HI Oahu IBT 996 4111 485111 P 1200 07/01/03 06/30/08 64
5033
Greyhound 





TMI Division National IBT 4212 484121 P 65000 04/01/03 03/31/08 56
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












































(TMI, RCI, & 
ITLRA) IL Chicago IBT 705 4212 484121 P 1000 04/01/03 03/31/08 86
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










































(MOA) CA OR WA ILWU 4491 488320 P 1400 07/01/02 07/01/08 147
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















Stevedores National ILA 4491 488320 P 3500 01/01/02 12/31/05 35
5700





(MOA) National CWA 4813 517110 P 20100 06/18/03 12/10/05 151
5701



















Corp.) PA CWA 13000 4813 517110 P 8000 08/03/03 08/02/08 322
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










Bell Atlantic) PA IBEW 1944 4813 517110 P 1300 10/27/00 08/02/03 152
5707 Verizon Inc.
DC MD VA 

















GTE North) PA IBEW 4 locals 4813 517110 P 1400 10/28/01 10/23/04 201
5716
Verizon 








Inc. CA CWA 4813 517110 P 10000 03/17/02 03/19/05 204
5727
Ameritech 
Corp IL IN IBEW 21 4811 517110 P 11300 06/28/98 06/26/04 284
5732
SBC 







Inc. National CWA Dist. 7 4813 517110 P 31000 08/17/03 08/17/05 272
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













MA ME NH 



































Downstate) NY CWA 1105, Dist 1 4813 517110 P 6000 08/03/03 08/03/08 277
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















NV Bell et al 

















AR KS MO 










MO NJ TX 
VA CWA 4820 517110 P 1200 08/07/00 08/06/04 171
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











T 4833 515120 P 1800 04/01/97 03/31/07 364
5780 CBS Inc.
CA DC IL 
MO NY IBEW 4,45,1200,1212, 4833 515120 P 2500 08/01/03 07/31/07 147
5782 NBC National
CWA/NABE
T 4833 515120 P 5782 04/01/02 03/31/06 336
5798
Verizon  


































Services) IL Chicago IBEW 15 4911 221 P 7500 04/01/01 09/30/05 225
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














Florida, Inc. ( 
Florida 




Light Co. FL Miami IBEW System Counc U-4 4911 22111 P 3300 02/23/01 10/31/04 231
6015
Georgia 





Electric, LLC TX Houston IBEW 66 4911 22111 P 1500 05/26/03 05/25/06 88
6017
Georgia 






Energy Co.) MI Detroit UWU 80 4911 221210 P 1000 12/03/00 12/02/04 286
6025
Pennsylvani
a Power & 












(MOA) NJ IBEW 94 4939 221 P 3700 05/01/02 04/30/05 219
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








Corp) IN IBEW 1393 4911 221119 P 1300 05/01/02 04/30/05 130
6029
Puget Sound 




Edison Co. CA Southern IBEW 47 4910 221210 P 4250 12/31/05 12/31/08 289
6036
Ameren 
Services Co.   
(Union 













Milwaukee IBEW 2150 4911 221 P 2500 08/23/01 08/15/07 150
6043
KeySpan 









n, Inc. & 
Dominion 
Hope  (2 
Volumes) WV SEIU 69 4924 221210 P 1100 04/01/02 04/01/05 327
6047
Laclede Gas 
Co. MO St Louis OCAW 5-6 4920 221210 P 1150 08/01/00 07/31/08 75
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















































Light Co. OH Dayton UWUA 175 4930 221 P 954 08/14/00 10/31/05 17
6061
Detroit 
Edison Co.  
(now DTE 
Energy Co.) MI Detroit UWUA 223 4931 221 P 3303 06/07/99 06/07/04 252
6063
Illinois Power 
Co. IL IBEW 51 4930 221 P 1125 07/01/03 06/30/06 42
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































Co. (office & 
clerical) CA IBEW 1245 4911 221122 P 2700 06/01/03 12/31/07 146
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















of CO (Xcel 
Energy) (2 




















Light Co.  
(Alliant 





Corp. WI Northeast IUOE 310 4930 221 P 1200 10/26/03 10/21/06 125
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

































Edison Co. CA Southern UWUA 246 4910 221210 P 1468 01/01/04 06/30/08 605
6096
Duke Power 










345, 833, 904, 391, 801, 
841, 1053, 796, 2077 4911 22111 P 1100 09/05/01 08/15/04 196
6301 Bon-Macy's WA Seattle UFCW 1001 5311 45211 P 1200 05/01/03 04/30/06 35
6309
New York Oil 
Heating 
Association 
& Oil Heat 
Institute NY New York IBT 553 5172 424720 P 1000 12/16/04 12/15/07 24
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

























Ready Mix & 
Materials 





















118) OH Toledo UFCW 911 5411 445110 P 1050 12/18/02 04/01/07 60
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















(meat & deli 

















Div. NY UFCW 1,23 5411 445110 P 2000 06/08/04 06/06/07 68
6359 Safeway Inc.
AK 










(MOA) DE UFCW 27 5411 445110 P 1900 07/19/03 07/19/08 11
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















s, Inc. T/A 






Cnty) WA IBT 38 5411 445110 P 1900 08/08/04 08/04/07 64
6367
Acme 






deli) NJ NY UFCW 464A 5411 445110 P 1600 04/20/03 08/18/07 20
6371










(Drug/G.M.) GA Atlanta UFCW 1996 5411 445110 P 900 04/07/02 05/07/05 32
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








Inc. NY UFCW 1500 5411 445110 P 3000 06/23/02 06/24/06 12
6377
Stop & Shop 
Supermarket 



















s, Inc. NY UFCW 342-50 5411 445110 P 1600 10/26/03 10/25/07 57
6382
Stop & Shop 
Supermarket 
Company 
LLC NJ NY UFCW 464A 5411 445120 P 1000 07/18/04 11/08/08 18
6385
Stop & Shop 
Supermarket 
Co. NY UFCW 464A 5411 445110 P 1000 04/20/03 08/18/07 39
6386
Food 4 Less 
of California, 
Inc. CA Southern UFCW
7 locals (135, 324, 770, 
1036, 1167, 1428, 1442) 5411 445110 P 5700 10/04/04 06/03/07 50
6500
Bloomingdal
e Bros. Dept. 
Store NY New York RWDSU 3 5311 452110 P 4000 03/01/96 10/01/07 39
6513
Macy's 
West, Inc. CA San Fran UFCW 101 5311 452110 P 2000 06/01/04 05/31/08 90
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













Store MD UFCW 400 5311 452110 P 1600 06/19/05 06/18/08 89
6571
P & C Food 
Markets NY Upstate UFCW 1 5411 445110 P 3950 05/26/05 05/31/08 60
6580
Macy’s East, 




78, 150, 166, 542, 572, 















and Meat) WA Yakima UFCW 1439 5411 445110 P 1000 04/04/02 04/07/06 66
6701
Acme 







(Meat) OH PA UFCW 880 5411 445110 P 3300 09/09/02 09/11/05 27
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












Cleveland UFCW 880 5411 445110 P 10700 09/09/02 09/11/05 52
6706
Stop & Shop  
Supermarket 
Company 








) CA Southern UFCW 135,324,770,103 5411 445110 P 70000 03/01/04 03/05/07 78
6709
Kings Super 
Markets, Inc. NJ UFCW 1245 5411 445110 P 2000 11/25/01 11/19/05 45
6711
Tops 
Markets Inc.,  
Midstate 
Division







Buffalo, Utica UFCW 1 5411 445110 P 1500 01/12/06 04/05/08 49
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








LLC  Buffalo 
Division


































Inc. WA UFCW 1001 5411 445110 P 1000 05/02/04 05/05/07 62
6718










s NY New York
UFCW/RWD
SU 338 5411 445110 P 1500 10/06/02 10/07/06 25
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












NY NJ, Little 











NY NJ, Little 











































Columbus UFCW 1059,1099 5411 445110 P 8000 09/17/00 11/05/05 79
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















Indianapolis UFCW 700 5411 445110 p 4000 11/01/98 11/01/03 49
6752
Kroger 








Company CA Northern UFCW
101,120,373R, 
428,648,839,870 and 
1179 5411 445110 P 14000 09/12/04 12/01/07 33




Employers MN St Paul UFCW 789 5411 445110 P 5000 03/03/02 03/05/05 69
6760
Stop & Shop 
Supermarket 
Co (clerks) MA RI UFCW 328,1445 5411 445110 P 14400 02/15/04 02/17/07 78
6761











Stores) IN KY OH UFCW 1099 5411 445110 P 8000 10/10/99 10/09/04 78
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















(clerks) AZ UFCW 99 5411 445110 P 70000 10/26/03 10/25/08 112
6767
Safeway Inc. 
(clerks) AZ UFCW 99 5411 445110 P 2500 10/26/03 10/25/08 124
6771
Acme 
Markets Inc. DE NJ PA UFCW 56 5411 445110 P 1300 05/08/04 05/03/09 39
6774
Super Fresh 
Markets, Inc. NJ PA UFCW 56 5411 445110 P 1050 11/02/03 11/01/08 55
6775
Shoprite  
(NY City & 5 












Association MN WI UFCW 1116 5411 445110 P 1500 05/01/05 04/27/08 42
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
6784
Acme 
Markets Inc.  
Eastern 
Shore (MOA)
DE MD VA 
WV UFCW 27 5411 445110 P 1025 09/28/03 09/27/08 40
6805
Giant Food 










Div. IN KY UFCW 227 5411 445110 P 10000 04/12/99 04/10/04 47
6820
Meijer Great 
Lakes Ltd  
Partnership - 
Retail 
Contract MI UFCW 951 5331 445110 P 34000 09/14/03 09/08/07 72
6821
Kroger 
Company MI UFCW 876 5411 445110 P 8500 03/05/01 06/05/04 53
6822
A & P Tea 
















Kitsap) WA UFCW 81 5411 445110 P 1000 05/02/04 05/05/07 51
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











Rock UFCW 2008 5411 445110 P 2100 06/30/02 06/24/06 78
6844
Stop & Shop 
Supermarket 
Company 






















IL  West & 

















Div. MOA AL UFCW 1657  445110 P 4302 09/28/03 10/29/05 38
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















Div of Dillon 
Cos. 
(grocery 
clerks) CO Denver UFCW 7 5411 445110 P 7500 07/11/99 09/11/04 94
6875 Safeway Inc. MD Baltimore UFCW 27 5411 445110 P 1800 03/26/00 03/27/04 85
6876
Giant Food 













Div of Dillon 
Cos. (meat 





clerks) CO Denver UFCW 7 5411 445110 P 2000 09/12/04 05/09/09 55
6886
Safeway Inc. 
(meat depts) CO Denver UFCW 7 5411 445110 P 1000 10/16/99 10/16/04 63
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















Pharmacy DC, MD UFCW 400 5411 445110 P 3400 07/04/04 07/05/08 95
6894 Meijer Inc.
OH 





New Jersey UFCW 1500 5411 445110 P 6000 06/23/02 06/24/06 34
6896
A & P Tea 

































Association MO St Louis IAM District 9 5511 441110 P 1500 08/01/04 09/30/07 53
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























eafood) GA Atlanta UFCW 1996 5411 445110 P 2350 05/06/01 05/14/05 34
6928




LLC CT UFCW 919 5411 445110 P 9250 02/15/04 02/17/07 46
6929


















Inc.) WA Seattle UFCW 1001 5911 446110 P 2000 02/01/04 02/03/07 38
7306
Fred Meyer 
Stores,  Inc. 
(non-food) OR Portland UFCW 555 5912 446110 P 1700 06/19/05 06/26/10 30
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








Inc. IL IN UFCW 881 5912 446110 P 5000 08/13/01 08/08/04 58
7310 CVS
OH 







Texas National UFCW 6311 524113 P 1240 05/05/04 05/04/07 49
7403
Northwester































Rochelle SEIU 32-E 6513 531110 P 3500 03/15/05 03/14/08 119
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















































Assoc. Inc. PA OH NJ
UNITE 
HERE 2331 315212 P 1000 06/01/01 05/31/04 34
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













































er) CA San Fran
UNITE 








HERE 1, 450 7011 72111 P 10000 09/01/02 08/31/06 64
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
7517
Disneyland 




HERE 681 7011 72111 P 1200 02/01/04 01/31/08 72
7521
Borgata 
Hotel Casino NJ Atlantic Ct
UNITE 





















































HERE 226,165 7011 72112 P 2000 06/01/02 05/31/07 68
7577
MGM Grand 
Detroit MI Detroit DCC 7011 72112 P 2600 10/17/03 10/16/07 114
7578
Motorcity 






HERE 7211 81232 P 2800 05/06/02 05/05/05 37
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















Agreements CA San Fran IBT 665 7525 81293 P 1200 12/01/03 11/30/08 38
7880
Healtheast 


































Sound (RNs) WA Seattle SEIU 1199NW 8011 611491 P 1000 01/22/05 06/30/08 84
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









Association NY New York SEIU 32BJ 7341 56172 P 1000 03/01/02 02/28/05 60
7904
Associated 









Paul SEIU 26 7349 56172 P 3500 02/01/03 12/31/06 33




Basic) National SAG 7812 51211 P 34500 07/01/01 06/30/04 881
7914
AMPTP 
(Basic K and 






l Basic) National IATSE 7812 51211 P 29000 10/01/03 09/30/06 98
7919











addendum National AFM 7814 51211 P 3000 02/16/02 02/15/05 136
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









Producers National AEA 7922 813910 P 34000 06/28/04 06/29/08 180
7929
Kaiser 


























IL MA MD 






Facilities IL Chicago SEIU 4 8092 621492 P 4600 04/20/05 12/31/07 81
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
7943
NSTAR Elec 










Association NY New York
Garage 
Employees 
















(inside) MD Baltimore IBEW 24 1731 23821 P 1300 03/31/02 05/31/05 28
7958
Commercials 














(plumbers) MN St Cloud PPF 15 1711 23822 P 1200 05/01/05 04/30/08 24
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
7962
Kaiser 










































County SEIU 6 7349 56172 P 1850 07/01/03 06/30/08 44
7969
Freelance & 
Live TV National DGA 7812 51211 P 5000 07/01/05 06/30/08 53
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


























































Philadelphia SEIU 36 6514 53111 P 4000 06/01/03 10/15/07 90
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












































Cty UBC 916 1540 23622 P 30000 06/01/01 05/31/05 45
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
7993
Disneyland, 
























y & Tobacco 
Workers, 
AFL-CIO-


















Pasadena SEIU 399 8062 62211 P 10800 10/02/00 10/01/06 236
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
7998
Chicago, 



















































(MARBA) IL Chicago LIUNA DC Chicago 1611 23731 P 5900 06/01/01 05/31/06 25
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































Cooperative WA Seattle OPEIU 8, 23 8011 621491 P 1100 08/20/05 03/31/09 58
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















































Philadelphia ACT 1776 8211 61111 P 1000 09/01/03 08/31/06 84
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements







































Center WA Seattle SEIU 6 8062 62211 P 1300 07/01/00 03/31/05 57
8041
AGC, NV - 
Las Vegas
NV Las 







Vegas UBC SW RC 1600 23622 P 5400 07/01/01 06/30/04 77
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8043















































Island UFCW 22 2011 311611 P 1800 01/31/05 02/28/10 101
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


































CA Region) CA Southern
AFSCME/UN


















County UBC 174, Chic & NE 1520 2361 P 1000 10/01/01 09/30/05 34
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


































70, Inc AZ IUOE 428 1611 23731 P 1500 06/23/05 05/31/08 58
8064
AGC, AZ 





district 5 IL Central
S+C Illinois 













Inc. et al 
(hvy/hwy 




Association. NV IUOE 12 1540 23622 P 1300 07/01/01 07/01/04 226
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















































Jurisdiction IN IUOE 841 1540 23622 P 1000 04/01/04 04/01/09 58
8078
AGC, IL - 
Eastern & 
others IL Eastern IUOE 841 1540 23622 P 1000 01/01/03 12/31/07 39
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









Agreement IN Western IUOE 841 1611 23731 P 1000 04/01/99 04/01/04 80
8080 AGC, NY
NY 













Association. NV CA AZ UBC
897, 1780, 1827, 1977, 
























(5 counties) PA Eastern UBC Metro RC 1751 23835 P 4500 05/01/06 04/30/09 51
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























(12 So. CA 











utils, area 2) WI IUOE 139 1611 23731 P 2000 06/01/05 05/31/08 49
8095
AGC, WI - 









Hospitals IL Chicago IBT 743 8062 62211 P 1300 04/01/04 07/10/06 40
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













































(Operations) National IBEW 23 locals 3661 33421 P 1170 06/01/03 05/27/06 258
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















































(inside) NV Southern IBEW 357 1731 23821 P 1250 06/01/03 05/31/06 68
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















n Fund of NE 
Colorado
CO 

























Association MD Baltimore IUOE 37, 37R 1540 23622 P 1200 04/01/05 03/31/08 26
8123
AGC, NY 
(hvy-hwy) NY Syracuse IUOE 545 1611 23731 P 1500 04/01/01 03/31/05 36
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










(inside) TX Dallas IBEW 20 1731 23821 P 2500 06/01/02 05/31/04 71
8125
Otis Elevator 
Company NY New York CWA/IUE 1 1796 23829 P 1800 03/17/00 03/16/05 73
8126
AGC, NY - 
Western 





Island BCTW 3 2051 311812 P 1300 05/10/03 05/09/08 46
8128
AGC, NY 



















Inc. VA AL GA
UNITE 









Bernardo USWA 7600 8062 62211 P 2900 10/01/00 10/01/05 176
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















technicians) CA Southern UFCW 135,324,770,103 8062 62211 P 1000 10/02/00 02/01/07 120
8138
Independent
s (road & 
heavy 
construction)
NY Nass & 


















5 States & 




Inc. National UMWA 1211 212112 P 7500 01/01/02 12/31/06 362
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















(drywall) CA Northern PAT DC 16 1721 23831 P 2700 08/01/03 07/31/08 36
8145
Construction 

























Racine UBC Milw&SE WI RC 1751 2362 P 1000 06/01/03 05/31/08 33
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















































Committee MI Detroit BAC 1 1741 23814 P 1400 06/01/02 05/31/07 48
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































KY, Inc. KY Central IUOE 181 1611 23731 P 2800 06/01/03 05/31/06 21
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













































construction) MO IUOE 101 1600 23731 P 3200 05/01/02 04/30/06 34
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















MO West & 









Inc. WA Western SMW 66 1711 23822 P 3000 06/01/97 05/31/04 67
8175
Cement 






MO West & 






MI Wayne & 
Macomb 

















Philadelphia IBT 312,384,470 1600 23622 P 900 05/01/00 04/30/04 57
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











agreement) CA UA 250,409,246,342 4924 486210 P 2800 05/01/03 04/30/06 38
8184






































of W. WA 
(building 
trades) WA Western UA 32 1711 23822 P 1000 06/01/02 05/31/05 107
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














CA Nrthrn & 
NV IBEW 1245 1731 23821 P 1600 06/01/03 05/31/06 40
8192
AGC, NJ & 
CCLE of NJ 
(hvy-hwy-





of NJ & 
Independent



































AGC OH OH UBC OH & Vc RCC 1540 23831 P 1200 06/01/02 05/31/05 24
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















Association NV Southern IBT 631 1522 236116 P 1200 07/01/01 06/30/04 59








s Int, LLC 
(Master 
















FL IBEW 728 1731 23821 P 1250 09/01/02 08/31/05 37
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































City IUOE 101 1541 23621 P 3200 04/01/03 03/31/07 23
8225 Excel Corp.
KS Dodge 









Milwaukee UBC DC 1520 2361 P 2000 06/01/99 05/31/04 33
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


























on - So. CA) CA Southern IBEW 9th District 1731 23821 P 10000 12/01/02 11/30/04 38
8231
AGC, NY 








KS MO Kans 









Sacramento IBEW 340 1731 23821 P 1500 06/01/04 05/31/08 44










UT Salt Lake 
C 5 Unions 13 Locals 1021 212234 P 1700 10/01/02 09/30/09 56
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8316
AGC, MN  & 

















































CA Los Ang 
Cty IBEW 11 1731 23821 P 5500 01/31/05 01/30/06 61
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








































(timbermen) NY SE UBC DC on NYC, 1536 1629 237990 P 950 07/01/96 06/30/02 45
8342





(building) MI SW LIUNA 355 1541 23621 P 1130 06/01/04 05/31/07 27
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































Association CA Southern PPF DC 16 1711 23822 P 11000 07/01/01 06/30/08 32
8395
Independent 
Contractor NY New York BSOIW/MLU 46 1791 23819 P 1200 07/01/99 06/30/02 46
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















Association WA Western UBC DC Pacific NW 1742 23831 P 2000 06/01/01 05/31/04 17
8398
AGC, MI - 
Greater 
Detroit MI Southeast IBT 614,247,339 1540 23622 P 4000 06/01/00 06/01/03 44
8399
AGC, OR - 
Columbia 
Chapter OR LIUNA DC 1600 23622 P 3000 06/01/02 05/31/07 53
8400
AGC, OR - 
Columbia 
Chapter OR WA UBC RC-Pacif NW 1600 23622 P 5000 06/01/02 05/31/06 128
8401
AGC, CA & 
BIA, & 
SCCA  (11 
So. CA 
counties) CA Southern UBC SCCC 1540 23621 P 4000 07/01/02 06/30/06 107
8402
AGC, CA & 
BIASC & 





Contractors CA Southern LIUNA SC DC 1540 23622 P 35000 07/01/03 06/30/06 47
8404
AGC, MA & 
BTEA of 
Boston & E. 
MA (building 
& site) MA Boston LIUNA DC 1540 23622 P 5500 06/01/04 05/31/08 68
8405 AGC, CA CA Southern IUOE 12 1540 23621 P 1700 06/16/04 06/30/07 77
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8406
AGC, WA 
(hvy-hwy) WA Western UBC RC-Pacific NW 1611 23622 P 6500 06/01/03 05/31/07 31
8408
AGC, OR - 
Columbia 








MA MA Boston UBC NE RC 1521 236115 P 10400 09/01/05 08/31/09 41
8411
AGC, CA & 
BIA, & 
SCCA CA Southern IBT 87 & JC 42 1540 23621 P 2500 07/01/03 06/30/06 39





San Diego CA Southern IUOE 12 1540 23622 P 14000 07/01/04 06/30/07 77
8414
AGC, OR - 
Columbia 
Chapter OR WA IBT JC 37 1540 23622 P 1000 06/01/02 05/31/07 47
8415
AGC, MO - 
St. Louis MO St Louis LIUNA 42,53,110 1540 23622 P 1500 03/01/04 03/01/09 56
8416
AGC, MI  
(Oakland & 
Livingston 
Counties) MI Detroit LIUNA 1076 1520 23622 P 1500 06/01/03 06/01/06 54
8417











Beach UBC So. FL RC 1540 23622 P 3500 04/01/03 03/31/06 39
8422 AGC, MN  MN St Paul UBC RC 1741 23814 P 1500 04/30/04 04/30/07 59
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























of America NV CA AZ UBC 897,1780,1977 1721 23832 P 1800 07/01/01 06/30/04 35
8428






WA Cent & 
West IBT
38,174,231,252, 313, 










Southeast LIUNA 235 1540 23622 P 1100 05/01/02 04/30/05 40
8430
AGC, MI - 
Upper 









Westchester IUOE 137,A,B,C,R 1541 23621 P 1200 03/03/03 03/05/06 44
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















Council IL Chicago BAC
DC 1, locals 14, 20, 21, 














Washington LIUNA DC of DC 1541 23621 P 2500 06/01/02 05/31/05 19
8438
Independent 












Inc. NY Buffalo LIUNA 210 1540 23622 P 1800 07/01/02 06/30/07 52
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8446
AGC, OH - 
W. Central  
(general & 
forming 











(excavation) NY New York LIUNA 731 1794 23891 P 3000 07/01/02 06/30/06 78
8450
AGC, CT & 
CCIA Bldg 
Contractors  





















Philadelphia UBC 1073 1520 2361 P 10000 05/01/06 04/30/09 52
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









tunnel) NY Buffalo LIUNA 210 1611 23731 P 1800 04/01/05 01/31/08 37
8460








building) CA Northern IBT 94,137,150,et al. 1611 23731 P 5000 06/16/02 06/15/06 57
8468
AGC, CA - 
northern CA Northern IUOE 3 1611 23731 P 8500 06/16/02 06/15/06 93
8470
AGC, NY - 
Central NY Central LIUNA 7,186,et al. 1611 23731 P 6000 04/01/02 03/31/07 39
8473
AGC, MN 












Contractors NY Buffalo LIUNA 210 1611 23731 P 1800 04/01/02 03/31/05 53
8476
Independent 








building) NY Buffalo LIUNA 210 1611 23731 P 1800 07/01/02 06/30/07 50
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















































Southeast PAT DC 9, 1281 1793 23815 P 1000 06/01/00 04/30/05 18
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















Southeast PAT DC 9, 806 1721 23832 P 1000 10/01/00 09/30/05 34
8492
AGC, MA & 
BTEA of 
Boston & 

































MO IA KS 
NE BBF 27, 83 1622 23731 P 1400 09/01/01 08/30/04 78
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















































Beaumont PPF 195 1711 23822 P 1000 09/01/02 08/31/04 26
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




















the City of 





of Chicago & 



















City PAT DC 3 1721 23622 P 1200 04/01/02 03/31/05 18
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















MA VT NH 




of E. OH & 

























Allied Trades CA Southern PAT DC 36 1721 23832 P 3000 10/01/03 09/30/06 71
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































construction) NY Nassau IBEW 25 1731 23821 P 1400 06/01/01 04/30/04 42
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



































(inside) CA San Fran IBEW 6 1731 23821 P 1150 06/01/00 05/31/03 54











Agreement NY New York BAC 1 1741 23814 P 1700 07/01/02 06/30/05 32
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




























So CA (brck 





So. CA CA Southern BAC 4 1741 23814 P 1100 05/01/01 04/30/04 40
8556
Cement 









Island BAC 1 1741 23814 P 1000 07/01/00 06/30/04 113
8558
AGC, MA & 
BTEA MA Boston BSOIW 7 1790 23622 P 1200 09/16/00 09/15/06 73
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














of NJ NJ UBC NJ Reg Councl 1511 23622 P 15000 05/01/02 04/30/07 35
8561
AGC, CA - 
northern 46 
counties CA Northern UBC Carpenters' 46 1611 23731 P 5000 07/01/04 06/30/08 65
8563 AGC, RI RI UBC 94 1751 2362 P 1000 06/05/05 06/07/09 34
8564 AGC, AK
AK, 
Anchorage UBC 1281,2247 1540 23621 P 3500 09/01/04 06/30/08 30
8565
AGC, MO - 
St. Louis 








OH Sw, KY 

















Philadelphia UBC Metro RC 1541 23621 P 4000 05/01/06 04/30/09 79
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















































(structural) NY New York BSOIW 40,361 1791 23819 P 1600 07/01/02 06/30/05 42
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










(ornamental) NY New York BSOIW 580 1791 23819 P 1100 07/01/02 06/30/05 39
8579
AGC, MO - 
St. Louis 
(Iron 
Workers) MO St Louis BSOIW 396 1791 23621 P 1200 08/01/04 08/01/07 36
8581
Excavators, 

























Maintenance National PPF International 1711 23822 P 4280 06/01/02 05/31/03 26
8586







Bakersfield SMW 108 1711 23822 P 2000 07/01/99 06/30/03 42
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















MA & 6 














Harrisburg IUOE 66 1540 23622 P 5000 07/01/02 06/30/05 105
8595










of W. PA PA Western IUOE 66 1540 23622 P 6500 07/01/98 05/31/05 151
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












































MARBA) IL Northeast LIUNA Chicago DC 1541 23621 P 1400 06/01/01 05/31/06 24
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


























MN St Paul 













CA LA & 
Orange PPF 250 1711 23822 P 1700 01/01/01 12/31/06 55
8612
AGC, GA - 
Atlanta GA Atlanta UBC 225 1541 23621 P 1300 07/01/04 06/30/07 13
8613
AGC, MD - 






Association MD Baltimore IUOE 37, 37R 1611 23731 P 1450 04/01/02 03/31/05 25
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8617
AGC, OH - 
central
OH 






Northcentral UBC 429 1540 23622 P 1000 05/01/01 04/30/06 25
8619





(evergreen) TX Houston UBC 551 1540 23622 P 2500 04/01/05 03/31/06 24
8620 AGC, IN
IN 


















City LIUNA 1290,264 1590 23621 P 1500 04/01/03 03/31/07 22
8626
AGC, WI  
(13-cty 





of NY (dock 
builders) NJ, NY UBC DC of NYC, 1456 1629 23621 P 1500 07/01/96 06/30/02 53
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









of NY (heavy 
construction) NY New York UBC DC of NYC 1742 237990 P 1850 07/01/96 06/30/02 46
8630
AGC, IL - 
Central IL 
Builders, 



































Council MO St Louis LIUNA 42,53,110 1711 23822 P 4300 03/01/01 02/28/05 29
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



































agreement) IL IN PPF 597 1711 23822 P 4500 10/01/01 06/01/06 34
8649





WA Cent & 
West LIUNA DC-Wash&Idaho 1611 23731 P 6000 06/01/03 05/31/07 40
8650










of CT CT PPF 777 1711 23822 P 3000 08/01/02 07/31/06 23
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








Council et al 
(hvy-hwy)
NY 













Associations CA San Fran PPF 38 1711 23822 P 1800 07/01/97 06/30/07 72
8655
CCLE of NJ 
& AGC, NJ  
(dockbuilder






Agreement National BBF NTL 1711 23822 P 4000 11/01/01 10/31/04 96
8663
Independent 
(hvy) NJ, Se NY IUOE 825 1611 23731 P 6325 07/01/02 06/30/05 22
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























State, et al. NJ IUOE 825 1540 23622 P 4400 04/01/05 03/31/08 22
8666























Albuquerque PPF 412 1711 23822 P 1575 04/01/02 03/31/06 45
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











n Ohio OH Toledo PPF 50 1711 23822 P 960 07/01/05 06/29/08 109
8671
AGC, NY 






























of MA MA Boston BAC 3 1741 23814 P 2500 08/01/02 07/31/07 53
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8679
Pennsylvani























Central CA CA Central PPF DC 36 1711 23822 P 1200 10/01/01 09/30/06 69



















Washington PPF 602 1711 23822 P 1800 08/01/01 07/31/04 62
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











(hvy-hwy) WV USWA 14614 1611 23731 P 1500 12/15/99 12/15/03 71
8696
AGC, MN 





































Valley IBEW 363 1731 23821 P 1000 04/01/01 03/31/04 59
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









Association NY New York IBEW 3 1731 23821 P 1300 07/01/02 06/30/05 17
8705
Independent 





















(hwy-hvy) NY Central UBC DC-Adirondack 1611 23731 P 1600 04/01/97 03/31/02 97
8711




Rochester IUOE 832 1611 23731 P 1000 04/01/04 03/31/08 58
8712









et. al. NJ Northern BSOIW 11,45,373,480,483 1791 23819 P 1000 07/01/02 06/30/05 36
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













































Association. IL Southern UBC So. IL DC 1611 23731 P 1100 09/01/03 04/30/08 28
8724
AGC, MI - 
Greater 





Association MI IUOE 324, A, B, C 1623 23712 P 10000 05/01/03 04/30/08 48
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




































Philadelphia PPF 690 1711 23822 P 1000 05/01/03 04/30/05 20
8735













Philadelphia PPF 690 1711 23822 P 1000 05/01/99 04/30/03 17
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









of E. PA 
(Reading 







































industrial) IN Northwest UBC RC 1540 23622 P 2000 06/01/03 05/31/06 35
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















































NY NY Nassau IBT 282 1541 23622 P 4700 07/01/99 06/30/05 46
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















































Association IN BSOIW 395 1791 23621 P 1000 06/01/03 05/31/06 44
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












Association IN LIUNA 41,81 1541 23621 P 1400 06/01/02 05/31/05 72
8767
AGC, OH - 
central
OH 
Columbus LIUNA 423 1540 23622 P 1300 06/01/05 05/31/08 55




































(inside) CA Oakland IBEW 595 1731 23821 P 1000 06/01/00 05/31/04 62
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















































Washington SMW 100 1711 23822 P 1000 07/01/03 06/30/06 83
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8798
Steel & Iron 
Contractors 
Association 
& CEA of 
Cleveland
OH 

























of E. PA - 7 
counties (hvy-




of E. PA - 29 
counties PA Eastern
UBC,IBT,LIU




of E. PA - 5 
counties (hvy-
hwy) PA Eastern LIUNA DC 1611 23731 P 2500 05/01/00 04/30/04 54
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













of E. PA (5 
counties)
PA 












Nassau,Suffk LIUNA 66 1540 23622 P 1000 07/01/02 06/30/05 38
8830
AGC, OH - 
central  






















Inc. CO IBT 435 1611 23731 P 7000 07/01/02 06/30/05 47
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















of E. Mo. MO Eastern PPF 562 1711 23822 P 2200 01/01/00 06/30/10 94
8859


























Association NY New York UBC DC of NYC 1540 23622 P 15000 07/01/01 06/30/06 72
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






























WV MD OH 





Association UT PPF 19,57,348 1711 23822 P 1200 08/27/03 07/31/07 38
8908
AGC, NV - 
Las Vegas
NV Las 
Vegas IBT 631 1522 236116 P 1200 07/01/04 06/30/07 54














Association National PPF 1623 23712 P 6250 05/01/99 04/30/04 89
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














OR, WA, ID, 






Virginia, Inc. WV, MD, OH MARCC 1611 23731 P 4200 12/07/04 12/06/06 30
8939
AGC, OH - 
Cincinnati
OH Sw KY 







Constructors OR WA IBEW 77,125,483,659 1623 23713 P 1700 02/01/04 01/31/07 54















) IL Chicago IUOE 150 1611 23731 P 1350 06/01/01 05/31/07 54
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















& Building  
Industry 
Labor 






& Building  
Industry 
Labor 





highway) IN LIUNA DC 1611 23731 P 10000 04/01/04 03/31/09 97
8955
AGC, IL - 
Central IL 








Chapter OR Portland IBEW 48 1731 23821 P 2500 01/01/99 12/31/03 39
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















Council WV, MD OPCM 1611 23731 P 1300 12/07/04 12/06/06 23










of BTEA & 
SMACNA MA Eastern SMW 17 1761 23816 P 1200 08/01/01 07/31/05 30
8963
AGC, IN - 
southwest IN Evansville LIUNA 561 1540 23622 P 1100 04/01/03 03/31/06 55
8964 AGC, IN
IN 







Dupage IL Chicago UBC Chic & NE IL DC 1520 2361 P 4000 10/01/01 09/30/05 44
8966 AGC, AK AK IUOE 302 1540 23621 P 4000 09/01/03 12/31/06 53
8967






building) WA,ID UBC NW RC 1611 23731 P 2400 06/01/03 05/31/06 24
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8968
AGC, MO - 
St. Louis MO St Louis IUOE 513 1611 23731 P 3000 05/01/04 05/01/09 56
8969







Minneapolis LIUNA 132 et al 1540 23622 P 3500 05/01/04 04/30/07 31
8970
AGC, WA - 
Inland 
Northwest 





railroad) MN IBT 120,160,346 1611 23731 P 1000 05/01/05 04/30/09 47
8972
AGC, CA 
(piledrivers) CA Northern UBC 34 1620 23731 P 1200 07/01/04 06/30/08 67
8973
AGC, WA - 
Inland 
Northwest 



















of Georgia GA PPF 72 1711 23822 P 1500 08/01/01 07/31/04 109
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
8978
AGC, WA - 
Inland 
Northwest 









































et al. NJ Central PAT 711 1721 23832 P 2400 05/01/00 04/30/06 44
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















Association LA BSOIW 58,469,591,623, 1791 23819 P 1500 06/18/01 05/31/03 16





















CO chapter CO Denver PPF 208 1711 23822 P 1700 06/01/99 05/31/03 49






highway) KY LIUNA 576  & 5 locals 1611 23731 P 4000 07/01/99 06/30/04 50
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















Southeast IUOE 825 1611 23731 P 1500 04/01/05 03/31/08 22
9005
AGC, MN et. 
al. (heavy-

















Association National PPF 1623 23712 P 6000 05/01/99 05/01/04 92
9013
Conagra 
Beef CO Greeley UFCW 990 2011 311611 P 2350 11/20/00 11/21/04 59
800000
Erie County 





(classified) OR Portland SEIU/OPEIU 503 8221 611310 S 3800 07/01/03 06/30/05 124
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















































Brunswk AFSCME 888 8221 611310 S 1400 07/01/03 06/30/07 53
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















































Brunswk AAUP-I 8221 611310 S 2500 07/01/03 06/30/07 157
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















(teachers) IL Peoria AFT PFT 8211 611110 L 1250 07/01/00 06/30/05 44
800101
New York 
City Health & 
Hospital 
Corporation 
(lpn's) NY New York SEIU 721 8062 622 L 1650 07/01/00 09/30/02 25
800102
New York 


























Francis AFT 2121 8222 611210 L 1000 01/14/05 12/31/07 132
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
800106

















































(teachers) WA Seattle NEA HEA 8211 611110 L 1050 09/01/01 08/31/03 187
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































operations) MA Amherst AFSCME 1776 8221 611310 S 1000 07/01/01 06/30/04 122
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
800137
Massachuset
ts, Univ of 











Unit - BCI 































) MA NEA/MTA 8222 611210 S 2200 07/01/03 06/30/06 12
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
































clerks) PA UFCW 5921 455310 S 1509 07/01/03 06/30/07 82
800155
Pennsylvani
a State (first 
line 













Bay NEA GBEA 8211 611110 L 1300 07/01/03 06/30/05 88
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































(clerical) NJ IBT 97 8221 611310 S 3200 07/01/03 06/30/06 74
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































Ana NEA SAEA 8211 611110 L 3000 07/01/04 06/30/07 148
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











































government) AK Juneau AFSCME ASEA52 9199 921190 S 8500 07/01/04 06/30/07 100
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































Hauppauge FASCC 8222 611210 L 1450 09/01/01 08/31/05 106
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


































supervisors) NJ CWA 9199 921190 S 10000 07/01/99 06/30/03 59
800253
Illinois State 






(interns) NJ SEIU CIR 8221 611310 S 1000 11/01/02 10/31/05 29
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















































) CA CWA UTPE 9119 8211 611310 S 2000 07/01/03 06/30/06 92
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









(general unit) NH Concord
SEIU/NHSE

































(teachers) IL Plainfield NEA APT 8211 611110 L 1200 07/01/02 06/30/06 72
800277
Florida, 




Tallahassee NEA UFF 8221 611310 S 3200 07/01/05 06/30/08 48
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















































Manhattan KAPE-I 8221 611310 S 950 05/05/89 09/09/99 140
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
800286
New York 
City Board of 
Education 
(nurses & 











































(police) PA PSTA-I 9221 922120 S 4028 07/01/00 06/30/04 75
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements







































(court clerks) NY NYSCOA-I 9211 922110 S 1300 04/02/99 03/31/03 92
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








































e-unit NP2) CT CTEU-I 9199 921190 S 7100 07/01/02 06/30/05 82
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















































(certificated) CA Chino NEA ACT 8211 611110 L 1500 07/01/02 06/30/05 78
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









, & support 












nal & tech 
services) ME SEIU MSEA 1989 9199 921190 L 3350 07/01/05 06/30/07 93
800329
Massachuset
ts State (Unit 
8 & 10) MA Boston
SEIU,AFSC


















(teachers) CA Newport AFT MFTU 8211 611110 L 1000 06/30/03 06/30/06 90
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















Montebello NEA MTA 8211 611110 L 1845 07/01/04 06/30/07 71
800345
Illinois State 




























Unit 11) CA SEIU CSEA 1000 9199 921190 S 3344 07/03/03 06/30/05 160
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










































ve support & 
human 





engineering) MI SEIU MPES 9199 921190 S 2108 01/01/02 12/31/04 205
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















































unit) MI AFSCME Council 25 8322 624 S 3470 01/01/05 12/30/07 202
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















e & staff, 













e trades & 













unit 3) MN IBT 320 8221 611310 S 1400 07/01/05 06/30/07 81
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















































teachers) CT AFT 4200A 8211 611110 S 1000 09/01/03 08/31/07 47
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














(faculty) DE AAUP-I 8221 611310 S 1000 07/01/05 06/30/08 30
800391
Massachuset
ts, Univ of 
(professional































technical) MI E Lansing CTU-I 8221 611310 S 1700 04/01/03 03/31/07 88
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










































(engineers) OR AEEO-I 9199 921190 S 1350 07/01/05 06/30/07 96
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





































unit NP1) CT CSPU 9221 922120 S 1000 07/01/99 06/30/04 89
800413
Iowa State 










unit 5A) MA Boston PA-I/SPAM 9221 922120 S 2000 01/01/00 12/31/02 88
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























































Francis SEIU 250,535,790 9199 921190 L 10000 07/01/03 06/30/06 174
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements























































(faculty) NY New York AFT/AAUP PSC 2334 8221 611310 L 17000 08/01/00 10/31/02 160
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















Sacramento IUOE 39 9199 921190 L 1100 07/01/01 06/30/06 105
810064
Memphis 

































supervisory) MI Detroit AFSCME Council 25 9199 921190 L 5500 07/01/98 06/30/01 186
810137
Boston (blue 
collar) MA Boston AFSCME Council 93 9199 921190 L 3000 07/01/03 06/30/06 22
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















(LPNs) MI Flint AFSCME 825 8062 622 L 1000 07/01/03 06/30/04 97
810166
Boston 








units) WA Seattle PTE 17 9199 921190 L 2500 01/01/05 12/31/07 41
810181
City of New 
York NY New York AFSCME DC 37 8322 624 L 15450 07/01/02 06/30/05 23
810182
Elizabeth NJ 
City Board of 













(teachers) WI Appleton NEA AEA 8211 611110 L 1100 07/01/99 06/30/01 128
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













































Milwaukee IUPA 21 9221 922120 L 1600 01/01/01 12/31/03 186
810443
City of New 












) NY New York CWA 1180 9199 921190 L 10000 07/01/02 06/30/05 57
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















officers) NY New York IAFF 854 UFOA 9224 922160 L 2500 07/01/00 12/31/02 61
810460
New York 
City (clerical) NY New York AFSCME DC 37 9199 921190 L 34950 07/01/02 06/30/05 23
810482
Baltimore 
City (trades) MD Baltimore AFSCME Cncl 67, L44 9199 921190 L 4950 07/01/03 06/30/05 55
810492
Boston (fire 



























Cincinnati SEIU 1199 8221 611310 L 1000 07/01/05 06/30/08 80
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
810570
Toledo 























































Philadelphia IAFF 22 9224 922160 L 2400 07/01/02 06/30/05 13
810632
Detroit, City 
of (drivers & 
others) MI Detroit TSCMW 214 9199 921190 L 1000 07/01/98 06/30/01 126
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































Kissimmee OCTA-I 8211 611110 L 1700 11/05/03 08/15/06 102
810655
Oakland, 
City of (units 
B-D) CA Oakland SEIU UPE 790 9199 921190 L 1300 07/01/02 06/30/08 101
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



































of (police) TN Nashville FOP-I 5 9221 922120 L 1100 07/01/01 06/30/04 21
810662
New York 
City Board of 
Education 
(counselors) NY New York AFT 2 8211 611110 L 2730 05/31/03 06/06/05 212
810663
New York 
City Board of 
Education 
(secretaries) NY New York AFT 2 8211 611110 L 3697 11/16/00 06/06/05 208
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
810664
New York 





s) NY New York AFT 2 8211 611110 L 2695 11/16/00 06/06/05 207
810669
Elgin School 















(firefighters) OK Okla City IAFF 157 9224 922160 L 1000 07/01/05 06/30/06 66
810750
Oklahoma 
















officers) CA San Jose SJPOA-I 9221 922120 L 1200 03/01/04 06/30/08 97
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
811146
Dayton, City 
of (clerical & 











Vegas LVCEA 9199 921190 L 1700 06/24/02 06/17/06 102
811202
Detroit, City 




























& vehicle) FL Barton AFSCME 2227 8211 611110 L 1000 07/01/04 06/30/07 38
811248
Trenton 
(blue collar) NJ Trenton AFSCME 2286 9199 921190 L 1500 01/01/02 12/31/06 55
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
811250
New York 
City Dept of 
Corrections 
(corrections 











Philadelphia AFSCME Council 47 9199 921190 L 1800 07/01/00 06/30/04 5
811276
Memphis 
Light, Gas & 
Water Div 
(nonsupervis





























CSEA 1000 9199 921190 L 2130 01/01/01 12/31/04 25
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















































security) OR AFSCME 9223 922140 L 1250 07/01/05 06/30/07 61
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















Way FWEA-I 8211 611110 L 1100 09/01/03 08/31/06 64
811331
Albuquerque
, City of  
(blue collar)
NM 

























Unit F) NY New York AFSCME DC 37 8062 622 L 3100 01/01/95 06/30/01 23
811435
New York 
City NY New York AFSCME DC 37 8062 622 L 10050 01/01/95 06/30/01 23
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
811436
New York 

































support) FL Naples NEA CCAEOCAP 8211 611110 L 1000 07/01/03 06/30/06 23
811472
New York 




collar) NY New York AFSCME DC 37 9199 921190 L 9000 01/01/95 06/30/01 79
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










Columbus FOP-I Lodge 9 9221 922120 L 1500 12/09/02 12/08/05 154
811490
Tampa 































Sacramento UPE PEU 1 8322 624 L 1900 08/11/02 06/30/06 117
811689
Buffalo 




clerical) AZ Phoenix AFSCME 2384 9199 921190 L 2100 07/01/02 06/30/04 41
811715
Phoenix 
(blue collar) AZ Phoenix AFSCME 2960 9199 921190 L 2400 07/08/02 07/08/04 72
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










Cincinnati FOP- I 69 9221 922120 L 800 12/19/04 12/02/06 107
811808
New York 
City Board of 
Education 
(cross 




















Angeles LABCTC 9199 921190 L 1000 09/01/01 08/31/04 72
811823
Phoenix 














Angeles EAA-I 9199 921190 L 1150 07/01/97 06/30/04 165
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






































Angeles LAPPL-I 9221 922120 L 7900 07/01/03 06/30/06 209
811831
New York 
City Health & 
Hospital 
Corporation 
(clinicians) NY New York SEIU DC 8062 622 L 3000 04/01/00 06/30/02 43
811832
Phoenix 





scientists) NY New York AFSCME DC 37 9199 921190 L 5600 07/01/02 06/30/05 23
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
811835
Waterbury 









(detectives) NY New York DEA-I 9221 922120 L 5800 06/22/01 02/14/04 38
811837
New York 
City Health & 
Hospital 
Corporation 










(patrolmen) NY New York PBA-I 9221 922120 L 28000 08/01/02 07/31/04 10
811840
New York 




residents) NY New York SEIU CIR 1957 8062 622 L 2500 07/01/02 10/26/05 18
811843
Los Angeles 











Washington FOP-I 9221 922120 L 3600 10/01/00 09/30/03 10
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
811846
Los Angeles 







Angeles IBEW 18 4941 221310 L 3800 10/01/02 09/30/05 108
811847
Phoenix 




dept. unit 1) MD Baltimore FOP-I Lodge 3 9221 922120 L 3000 07/01/03 06/30/04 57
811851
Columbus, 
City of (fire 
dept.)
OH 





























(teachers) CA Orange NEA OUEA 8211 611110 L 1100 07/01/01 06/30/05 119
811861
Seattle  (fire 
dept.) WA Seattle IAFF 27 9224 922160 L 950 01/01/04 12/31/08 64
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








































District 89 OK Okla City AFT 4575 8211 611110 L 2200 07/01/01 06/30/02 43
811873
Oklahoma 
City Board of 
Education 





Indianapolis FOP-I 86 9221 922120 L 1532 01/01/03 12/31/05 44





(teachers) AZ Tucson NEA TEA 8211 611110 L 3200 07/01/05 06/30/07 69
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























































Cruz SEIU 414 9199 921190 L 1000 04/26/04 12/01/06 55
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































(units 1-5 & 
16)
CA San 
Rafael SEIU MAPE 949 9199 921190 L 1500 07/01/05 06/30/07 52
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
820080
New York 













































Cnty AFSA 77 8211 611110 L 1000 07/01/03 06/30/06 50
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








































District No 1 
(paraprofessi









Francisco SEIU 790 8211 611110 L 1300 07/01/00 06/30/05 63
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















































CL, FS, MM, 
PR, PS, SS 
units)
CA San 
Diego SEIU 2028 9199 921190 L 10000 06/29/01 06/22/06 106
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









, crafts & b-









































Angeles IAFF 9224 922160 L 1950 01/01/05 12/31/07 65
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















































enforcement) CA Riverside RSA-I 9221 922120 L 1850 01/06/05 12/31/07 78
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






























































(corrections) WA IBT 313 9223 922140 S 4000 05/03/04 06/30/05 55
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











Greensburg SEIU 585 9199 921190 L 1500 01/01/02 12/31/05 78
820266
Leon County 



































Angeles ALADS-I 9221 922120 L 6750 02/01/05 01/31/08 173
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













































workers) RI SEIU RIASSE 580 8322 624 L 1200 07/01/00 06/30/04 8
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




















































Cntry SEIU 502 9221 922120 L 1100 12/01/00 11/30/04 129
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















(general unit) NY Kingston
AFSCME/CS





































(teachers) FL Naples NEA CCEA 8211 611110 L 2000 07/01/03 06/30/06 34
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


































































Angeles SEIU 660 9199 921190 L 1250 10/01/03 09/30/06 134
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






























































(units 4, 5, 6 
& 8)
CA Merced 
Cnty AFSCME 2703 9199 921190 L 1000 01/01/01 12/31/03 47
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












; clerical & 


































technical) CA Stockton SEIU 790 9199 921190 L 1050 07/01/03 06/30/06 74
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































(teachers) MD Towson NEA TABCO 8211 611110 L 6800 07/01/03 06/30/07 60
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



























































Pensacola NEA FTP 8211 611110 L 1100 07/01/01 06/30/04 64
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































Lauderdal MEBA FPU 8211 611110 L 1000 07/01/04 06/30/07 39
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























































Bay AFSCME CSEA 811 9199 921190 L 1200 01/01/02 12/31/05 42
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













FL Land O 









































(teachers) OK Tulsa TCTA-I 8211 611110 L 2700 09/01/02 08/31/03 25
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















































trades) OK Tulsa AFSCME 1180 9199 921190 L 1000 07/01/03 06/30/04 62
820842
Buffalo 
(police) NY Buffalo PBA-I BPBA 7 9221 922120 L 1000 07/01/02 06/30/07 12
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements

















































FL Land O 
Lks AFT USEP 8211 611110 L 3000 07/01/05 06/30/08 76
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




















































Richmond NEA UTR 8211 611110 L 1400 07/01/01 06/30/05 25
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
820857
Knox County 
TN Board of 
Education 














































(firefighters) MD Towson IAFF 1311 9224 922160 L 1000 07/01/05 06/30/06 50
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


























Lauderdal FEP 9199 921190 L 1421 10/01/03 09/30/06 86
829237
City of San 
Diego
CA San 
































Philadelphia AFT PFT 3 8211 611110 L 14700 09/01/04 08/31/08 77
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








Bd of Educ 














































Indianapolis NEA IEA 8211 611110 L 3100 09/01/03 08/31/05 53
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
830189
New York 
City Board of 
Education 
(school lunch-
annual) NY New York AFSCME DC 37 8211 611110 L 1178 07/01/02 06/30/05 23
830190
New York 
City Board of 
Education 
(school 




























supervisors) MI Detroit AFSA OSAS 28 8211 611110 L 1100 07/01/99 06/30/04 43
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements









































UT Salt Lake 
Ct NEA SLTA 8211 611110 L 1200 07/01/03 06/30/07 57
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















































(teachers) IL Chicago AFT CTU 1 8211 611110 L 35100 07/01/03 06/30/07 337
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











Island) NY New York ATU 726 4111 485111 L 950 12/15/99 12/15/02 28
830226
New Haven 







































assistantts) MI AnnArbor AFT GEO 3550 822 611310 S 1600 04/21/05 03/01/08 43
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











Columbus NEA CEA 8211 611110 L 4550 01/01/05 08/27/08 266
830248
New York 
City Board of 
Education 


































(blue collar) AZ Tucson AFSCME 8211 611110 L 1100 07/01/03 06/30/05 72
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




Name Location Union Local SIC NAICS Sect #Wrkrs EffDate ExpDate # pgs
830261
Rochester 











City NEA JCEA 8211 611110 L 2600 09/01/01 08/31/05 101
830263
New York 






























) WA Seattle NEA SEA 8211 611110 L 2800 09/01/04 08/31/09 124
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements











































Ohio Council 8, Local 










District No 1 
(city & 
county 
teachers) CO Denver NEA DCTA 8211 611110 L 4000 09/01/05 08/31/08 69
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













































(teachers) OH Toledo AFT TFT 8211 611110 L 2500 04/01/04 03/31/06 17
830412
Manchester 





Manchester NEA/MEA MEA 8211 611110 L 1200 07/01/00 06/30/04 65
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



























































rs) CO Boulder BVPA (I) 8211 611110 L 1000 07/01/04 06/30/06 33
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements










(teachers) CO Boulder NEA BVEA 8211 611110 L 1600 07/01/04 06/30/06 97
830454
New York 
City Board of 
Education 
(school lunch 















units A, B, C, 
D & F) MD AFSCME 9199 921190 S 18750 07/01/00 06/30/03 65
830459
Illinois, 















-unit E) MD AFT/MPEC 8062 622 S 2000 07/05/00 06/30/03 61
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




















































Rosa NEA SRPE 8211 611110 L 1200 08/11/04 08/10/07 22
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




































unit 8) HI AFSCME HGEA 152 8221 611310 S 1469 07/01/04 06/30/05 90
830534
Memphis 
(police) TN Memphis IUPA MPA 9221 922120 L 1200 07/01/04 06/30/06 37
830535
Memphis 









Grove AFT/OFT 1212 8211 611110 L 1450 07/01/05 06/30/07 61
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























































) IL Decatur NEA 8211 611110 L 1000 08/18/03 08/17/05 68
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements































































Jacksonville AFT DTU 8211 611110 L 1073 07/01/05 06/30/08 73
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















































Brentwood NEA BTA 8211 611110 L 950 07/01/01 06/30/06 55
830695
New York 
City Board of 
Education 
(paraprofessi
onals) NY New York AFSCME DC 37 8211 611110 L 2650 07/01/02 06/30/05 23
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































(classifed) MD Landover AFSCME 2250 8211 611110 L 6000 07/01/03 06/30/06 65
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements























































Palm Bc NEA PBCCTA 8211 611110 L 8500 07/01/02 06/30/05 96
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





















University of  
(blue collar) NY New York
AFSCME, 
AFL-CIO, 





























Msn NEA NEASM 8211 611110 L 1200 07/01/03 06/30/04 68
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




















































Diego SEIU CSEA 788 8211 611110 L 1450 07/01/99 06/30/02 131
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





































(custodial) FL Largo SEIU IBFO 1221 8211 611110 L 2000 07/01/00 06/30/03 74
830737
New York 











(teachers) MI Utica NEA UEA 8211 611110 L 1250 07/01/02 06/30/04 79
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















































Angeles AFT 1521 8222 611210 S 3000 07/01/05 06/30/08 297
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



















(clerical & e 
assistantt)
MD 
Annapolis NEA SAAAAC 8211 611110 L 1100 07/01/04 06/30/05 33
830750
Rochester 




Rochester AFSCME BENTE 2419 8211 611110 L 1450 07/01/00 06/30/04 38
830751
New York 
City Board of 
Education  
(administrati















Unit 4) CA AFT 8221 611310 S 2048 11/08/05 06/30/08 132
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






















































Sacramento NEA SCTA 8211 611110 L 3000 07/01/04 06/30/07 152
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




















































(teachers) FL Orlando NEA OCCTA 8211 611110 L 10000 06/30/05 06/30/06 50
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements























































(teachers) FL Panama NEA 8211 611110 L 1600 07/01/02 06/30/05 63
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






































(clerical) IL Chicago SEIU 73 8221 611310 S 950 08/01/02 08/31/06 53
830789
Leon County 

















(classified) UT Sandy JCEA-I 8211 611110 L 1650 07/01/03 06/30/04 37
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





























































Carmichael NEA STJA 8211 611110 L 1400 07/01/04 06/30/07 8
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements




















































profess) CA Oakland NEA OEA 8211 611110 L 2500 07/01/03 06/30/04 137
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































Francis AFT USEF 8211 611110 L 2000 07/01/01 06/30/04 116
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
























































(teachers) MT Billings NEA BEA 8211 611110 L 1050 07/01/03 06/30/06 56
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements






































Richmond PEU 1 8211 611110 L 1400 07/01/03 06/30/05 5
830833
Kansas City 












related) KS Topeka NEA NEA-T 8211 611110 L 1200 08/01/03 07/31/04 22
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
































& allied, Unit 


















11) CA AFSCME 8221 611310 S 6750 05/09/05 01/31/08 176
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements


















































Angeles UTU 4111 485111 L 4200 07/01/03 06/30/06 138
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements



























(general unit) IL Chicago SEIU 73 7999 713990 L 2500 01/01/02 12/31/04 60
840012
New York 
City Dept of 
Corrections 













others) IL  E St Louis AFT/ESLFT 1220 8211 611110 L 900 07/01/03 06/30/04 66
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































Orleans AFT/UTNO 527 8211 611110 L 1000 07/01/03 06/30/06 40
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements













Orleans AFT/UTNO 527 8211 611110 L 1000 07/01/03 06/30/06 56
840024
Lowell MA 




































) WA Seattle ATU 587 4111 485111 L 2500 11/01/04 10/31/07 232
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements












County CSEA 8211 611110 L 4000 01/01/00 12/31/04 43
840033
Indiana State 

































Columbus CMAGE-I 9199 921190 L 1600 08/24/05 08/23/08 137
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














































(faculty) NJ AAUP-I 8221 611310 S 1200 07/01/04 06/30/09 79
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements














NY & NJ 
(agents & toll 






































Francis TWU 250-A 4111 485111 L 2000 07/01/04 06/30/08 104
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements








(firefighters) IL Chicago IAFF CFFU 2 9224 922160 L 4750 07/01/99 06/30/07 122
840058
Woodbridge 















alliance) IL Chicago SEIU 73 9199 921190 L 2100 07/01/99 06/30/03 104
840061
Chicago, 
City of (labor 
& crafts-











(noninstruct) FL Deland AFSCME 850 8211 611110 L 1750 07/01/03 06/30/06 53
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements















































Authority GA Atlanta ATU Div 732 4111 485111 L 2200 07/01/02 07/01/05 65
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements
















e, clerical, & 
professional)
CA San 














ve clerical, & 















Authority NY New York IBT 237 6531 531311 L 9000 04/01/00 03/31/02 58
Bureau of Labor Statistics - Collective Bargaining Agreements





























office, lab & 















Angeles LACBCTC 8211 611110 L 1250 07/01/02 06/30/05 33
